
Temperature of water  

As water temperature increases, the amount of ammonium 
chloride dissolved also increases. 

 Mass?   =    60 grams   
 at 70°C 

 Mass?   =    28 grams   
 at 0°C 

 70 grams 
 Temperature? =    88°C 
 



Total Time 

Distance from 
starting location 

As total time increases,  
distance from starting location increases. 

90 km 

1.9 hours 
Any number between 1.75 and 1.9 is 
acceptable based on your graph. 

250 km   



Amount of water 

9.3 Any # from 9.1 – 9.6 cm based 
on your graph. 

If the student puts sugar in hotter tea, then it will dissolve more 
quickly. 

Temperature of tea (hot or ice)	

Time needed for sugar to dissolve	

Same amount of tea	

Same amount of sugar	



NOTE: Always make a 
hypothesis even if you aren’t 
asked to.  
 
IF = INDEPENDENT  
THEN = DEPENDENT 
 
If the plane has more mass, 
then it will fly for a shorter 
distance. 

Mass of airplane	
Distance of flight	

Airplane without paperclips 
(without added mass)	

Shape of plane 
Size of plane  
Location of experiment	

x 	 y 	

# of hours John studies	

John’s test score	

As # of study hours increases,  
John’s scores on his test also increase.	
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DIRECT	
As time the lights are on for increases,  
the number of eggs laid increases.	

Light time	
# of eggs laid	
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Light time v. Eggs Laid	

INDIRECT	
As water temperature increases,  
the # of eggs fertilized decreases.	

Water temperature	
# of eggs fertilized	
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Water Temp. v. Eggs Fertilized	

CYCLIC	
As time increases,  
temperature decreases, then  
increases, then decreases again.	
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Temperature throughout  
the year	

Time (month)	
Temperature	

STATIC	
As time increases,  
Mrs. Hatzi’s singing ability 
remains the same.	

Time watching the voice	
Mrs. Hatzi’s singing ability	
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	Singing Ability Over Time	


